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MALIBU, Calif., Oct. 10, 2016 /PRNewswire/ -- WPI -- On October 20th,
stress and pain deletion expert, Marnie Greenberg, the co-creator of
the universally acclaimed Yuen Method to delete stress and pain on the
spot, will launch a Tele-Clinic on happy and healthy partner
relationships. Designed to help individuals find and delete the
unrecognized sources and causes of their relationship problems, the
four week online seminar addresses all aspects of partner relationships.

Elevated stress levels from the emotional pain of partner problems can
affect every aspect of one's life. "Relationships with your mate not only
have a direct effect on your personal happiness but on how you
interact with your children and the rest of the world, as well," states Ms.
Greenberg. "Relationship stress at home often carries over into the
workplace, resulting in loss of focus and productivity as well as
sabotaging relationships with co-workers," she adds. Ms. Greenberg's
seminar is focused on deleting emotional stress and strengthening self-
acceptance and self-love to achieve success.

In addition to deleting the emotional suffering that results from
infidelity, divorce, loss of a loved one, and other relationship issues, Ms.
Greenberg has also incorporated a series of deletions and
strengthening's designed to be replayed on a daily basis to achieve
ongoing success. "This is like a mental and emotional diet and exercise.
To get results, you need a method for success and then to integrate it
into your daily life," says Ms. Greenberg. "The results are life changing."

In keeping with her life mission of helping people change their lives, Ms.
Greenberg is also helping change the lives of disadvantaged children
through nonprofit Safety Harbor Kids to which she donates 20% of her
proceeds from the seminar. Ms. Greenberg has recently supported the
charity special events including a polo fundraiser and a Jackson
Browne concert and is currently raising funds for their Spirit of Goodwill
Holiday Challenge to raise 1,000 toys and gifts for needy kids at
www.safetyharborkids.org.

For more information on Ms. Greenberg or to enroll in Ms. Greenberg's
October Tele-Clinic visit www.marniegreenberg.com/program.

Ms. Greenberg also offers personal and corporate programs including
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group corporate events with personalized, tailored agendas.
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